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This talk
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The CSV Review held at the OSF, Sept 2/3
Basic approach to Commissioning
System Design in a Nutshell
Role of CSV team – handovers
Scientific Verification and Public Images
Current status
Schedule to completion
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This talk
• AIV planning and scheduling (reprise)
– Translation to CSV

•
•
•
•

Reports and Handover
Investigations
Approach to Problems
Reliability
– Hardware
– Software

• Managing Expectations
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Review of Commissioning Plans
•

•

Called by the ALMA Director to help him evaluate
whether the Project is properly prepared for the
start of the Commissioning Phase and to provide
advice to the Commissioning Team and
suggestions for improvements to the plans.
Chair Bob Wilson, Harvard-Smithsonian/SMA,
with Nario Kuno, Nobeyama Radio Observatory,
Peter Schilke, University of Köln, and Melvyn
Wright, CARMA / Berkeley, on the panel and
Claire Chandler, NRAO / EVLA as the external
advisor.
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The Questions for the Review Panel
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Do the plans include all the issues that need to be addressed during the
commissioning phase?
Please comment on the way in which it is proposed to organize and
carry out the work. Is this likely to lead to an efficient execution of
the commissioning program and does it take proper account of the
practicalities such as the location of the site and the state of the
equipment?
Is the schedule realistic and has an appropriate amount of contingency
been included? Are the assumptions that have been made in drawing
up the schedule clear and realistic?
Is the status of the system that is to be delivered by AIV sufficiently
well defined and is that also the case for the handover to Operations?
Do we have the right number of people and do they have the necessary
expertise?
Have the interactions with the AIV activities and with Early Science
been planned properly?
Are there appropriate support arrangements (IT, Software,
Engineering, Admin, etc.) in place?
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Commissioning – the Essentials
• Make the system into a telescope – one capable of
making the specified astronomical observations.
• Have to work towards this take step-by-step
• Devise individual tests – creating and debugging these
can take quite a while. Actual tests quick if all is OK.
• Emphasis has to be on finding the things that are
wrong – ticking off the ones that are right is easy(-ish).
• Process is not linear – often have to go back and redo.
• Important to try as many aspects as possible at early
stages so that serious problems are found soon.
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System Design
• ALMA is undeniably complex
• It is nevertheless built on well-established
principles from existing arrays – mm & cm
• Almost all of it has been prototyped and most of
the system operated successfully at the ATF
(not front-ends or ACA correlator)
• Commissioning Team must have sufficient
understanding to design tests and interpret the
results, but can’t know every minute detail
• The Scientist’s interactions with the System are
almost entirely through the Software
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Reference

Correlator

• Signals are amplified and digitized at the antennas and then
combined in two big correlators. 120 Gb/s per antenna!
• Extensive use of photonics for this and to synchronize the
receivers which has to be done at the ~25 femto-second level.
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ACA
• Includes 4 Twelve-meter dishes. Single-dish operation is
major distinct activity – see Rainer Mauersberger talk.
• 12 Seven-meter Dishes as Synthesis Array but include the 4
12-m dishes for calibration.
• For the Array most parts and operations are in common with
the “main” array. Even Front Ends are the same (with
adaptors). So most tests applicable.
• Exception is the Correlator. Principles and details all different,
but input and output specified to be the same.
• We should plan to start testing this relatively early using nonACA dishes. We should have the interesting opportunity to
cross check the results with the two correlators when they are
looking at the same data.
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Core of the ACA Correlator
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…more
• This is only the electronics. Then comes:
–
–
–
–

Antennas (Melco 12m, Vertex, AEM, Melco 7m)
Foundations
Transporters
Infrastructure – roads, power, buildings….

• And of course the SOFTWARE.
– Real-time
– Data reduction
– Operations
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Software
System
from
Control’s
Perspective
For lower
level tests we
have CCL :
a set of
command line
instructions
from Python
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Handovers
• Development, design, production…
→ AIV Assembly, Integration and Verification
Effective start was late 2008.

→ CSV Commissioning and Science Verification
Expect formal start to be right at the end of 2009.
AIv continues

→ Operations for Early Science
Make announcement end 2010, start obs 2nd half 2011

Commissioning continues in parallel at least until

→ Inauguration
Expected to be in late 2012
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Scientific Verification
• Quantitative tests of scientific performance
– sensitivity, stability, accuracy, “fidelity”,
observational efficiency …

• Typically on well known sources
• We will solicit suggestions for objects
• Data will be released as soon as we have
made sure that is it valid.
• Note that this is distinct from “Systems
Verification” which targets the technical
requirements
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ALMA Public Images
• This is essentially an EPO (Education and Public
Outreach) exercise, but also aimed at the Scientific
Community to give them a real flavour of what
ALMA can do.
• We will need to come up with something good
here, but it will not be easy with the relatively
modest capabilities available by April 2011.
• (We are somewhat worried about the phrase “large
scale” that is included in the description of these
projects. Can’t afford to spend too much effort on
this.)
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Schedule
• Large effort goes into tracking progress and
predicting the delivery of the equipment to the site
• During AIV we have had to re-schedule and replan constantly because of delays in delivery of
sub-systems and re-work being needed.
• The belief is that at least the delivery of the
hardware will be much less of a problem during
commissioning.
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Where are we now?
• Buildings are essentially done (except residence) although
significant work still needed on fitting-out the OSF. For us
Control Room and Archive have been significant issues.
• Roads, power & foundations, at high site well under way.
Expect rapid progress in the next few months.
• Three antennas provisionally accepted – the thermal effects
on surface and aspects of pointing are the main issues still
to be closed. Roughly a dozen more antennas at the OSF.
• Three front-ends accepted as Engineering Models –
working but not fully characterized.
• LO system just installed at AOS.
• ACA correlator + two quadrants of 64-input one in place.
• Backend electronics and ancillary things like WVR’s now
arriving in Chile at a great pace.
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Next steps
• Sept/Oct: First tests of an antenna and other
systems at high site (5000m), while interferometer
tests continue at 2900m
• Move second antenna up mid-October
• Goal is to have fringes with 3 antennas at the high
site by the end of 2009
• Commissioning and Science Verification in full
swing throughout 2010
• Early Science start in second half of 2011
• Inauguration in late 2012
Oct 12 2009
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Early Science
• At least 16 antennas with 4 receiver bands on all
of them, more on some.
• Number of antennas available will build up quite
fast through 2011 and 2012. (Sensitivity goes as
N, imaging complexity as N2 .)
• Baselines of at least 250m (1km goal) to start
with, moving on to long baselines in 2012.
• Proper systems for user support in place:
–
–
–
–
Oct 12 2009
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tools for preparing observations
user-friendly data reduction system (CASA)
support from ALMA Regional Centers
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Goals for end of 2012
• Regular operation with ≥ 50 fully-equipped1 antennas. (This
includes both 12m and 7m antennas.)
• All antenna stations complete, providing synthesis mapping with
high fidelity using the full set of array configurations.
• Simultaneous operation of ≥ 4 subarrays possible.
• Capability for combining data from the12m array with data from
the ACA including “zero-spacing” data, and multi-configuration
images
• Linear and circular polarization, including mosaicing of sources
that are larger than the primary beam.
• High time resolution observations, e.g. of solar flares.
• All major software systems available and working in a way that
allows astronomers who are not synthesis experts to use ALMA.
• Accurate calibration of all the above.
1Fully-equipped

means a minimum of four receiver bands – typically bands 3,
6, 7, and 9 plus some of 4, 8 and 10, plus a full set of electronics, radiometers
and calibration devices.
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Levels of Plans and Schedules
• Milestones
Scheme: Microsoft Project or Equivalent
Weekly schedule
Daily plan
Individual test
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2009-03-15 Astronomical Signals with an ALMA Antenna, FE, BE and Correlator.
2009-07-01 Astronomical Fringes with two complete ALMA systems at the OSF.
2009-11-15 Astronomical Fringes at the high site.
2009-12-01 Phase Closure with three antennas at AOS. Start of CSV.
2010-03-01 Solicitation of Ideas for Science Verification Targets.
2010-06-01 Aperture Synthesis Image with Six or more antennas.
2010-07-15 Demonstration of Phase Correction with WVR’s.
2010-10-01 Continuum Total Power Image using a 12m antenna with a nutator.
2010-11-01 Release of first Science Verification data.
2010-12-01 Call for Early Science.
2011-01-01 First sub-millimetre wavelength synthesis image.
2011-02-01 Early Science - Proposal due date
2011-03-01 Astronomical Signals with an ACA 7m Antenna.
2011-04-01 Release of First Public Images.
2011-06-01 Polarization Images.
2011-07-01 Phase closure with 3 ACA 7m antennas.
2011-08-01 Start of Early Science
2011-11-01 Aperture synthesis ASAC
imageFace
with
Six or more 7m antennas.
to Face – Garching
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Reporting
Individual tests

Write-up of a topic

Delivery package
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Stuff from web here.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.alma.cl/aiv/AIVC_21Jul2009/AIVC_21Jul2009Gantt.html
http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/AIV/WebHome
http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/AIV/AIVOperationsManual
go to 4.6.3 Station 3 and then Single-Dish Radio Observations
http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/AIV/SDBeamMaps
http://jira.alma.cl/browse/AIV-1
http://jira.alma.cl/browse/AIV-418
http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/AIV/PM03Report
go to 6.6 Beam Profile Report
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Initial array commissioning activities
1.1

3-element array

Images of simple fields (one or more point
sources)
Check continuum and spectral modes
previously tested.
Assess phase and gain stability

6

1.2

Basic array and
antenna calibration
procedures

Interferometric pointing
Focus and transverse focus
Antenna location
Delay

9

1.3

Initial complex gain
solutions

Measure close phase (3 antennas)
Measure closure amplitude (4 antennas)
Evaluate baseline-dependent (closure)
errors
Initial assessment of dynamic range

10

1.4

Initial bandpass
calibration

5

1.5

Initial temperature
and flux-scale
calibration

5
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From CSV Plan: “Observation calibration”
3.2

Instrumental
phase transfer
between
frequencies

Test for slow and fast switching
Optimize sampling, cycle time, flux density of
calibrator

10

3.3

Calibrator surveys

Aim is to develop efficient methods of locating
fast-switching calibrators around a given target,
rather than to survey the whole sky.

35

3.4

Refinement of
temperature and
flux-scale
calibration

Investigate potential primary amplitude
calibrators
Assess relative and absolute calibration accuracy
Optimize use of dual-load calibration

15

3.5

Refinement of
bandpass
calibration

3.6

On-axis
polarization
calibration
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Develop techniques to calibrate D-terms and
position angle
Assess calibration stability
Search for unpolarized and polarized, but stable
standard
sources
ASAC Face
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From CSV Plan: Skeleton Acceptance Matrix
SR

Description

Test

10

Bands

Design

20

Tunability

Select representative range of frequencies
in all available bands and check that
tuning is correct.

30

Spectral
resolution

Design

40

Intraband tuning

Retune between pairs of frequencies in the No
same band and verify that time taken <
1.5s
Check that frequency switching takes
<10ms

50

Interband tuning,
second band
ready

Check that it is possible to retune to any
frequency in a band which is on
standby in <1.5s

60

Interband tuning,
second band
unready

Check that it is possible to retune to a new No
frequency in a different band in <15
minutes
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From CSV Plan: Skeleton Acceptance Matrix
SR

Description

Test

N dependence

70

Spectral dynamic
range

Observe sources with strong and weak
lines separated by a small frequency
interval and check detectability of line
at 10000:1 level.
Observe source with weak line (emission
or absorption) and strong continuum
and check line detectable at <1000:1

Yes (quantify)
.

75

Image dynamic
range

Observe bright, point-like source (e.g.
Yes
3C273). Self-calibrate and measure
noise level; check detectability of faint
structure nearby.

80

Flux sensitivity

Measure noise level on blank field/faint
source. Check reproducibility of faint
source detections.

90

Site

Design

100

Antennas
complement

Design
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From CSV Plan: Skeleton Acceptance Matrix
SR

Description

Test

N dependence

320

Polarized flux
error

Residual for an unpolarized source after
instrumental calibration <0.1% of I.

Yes (N-1/2)

330

Polarization
position angle

Check reproducibility <6o for a stable
source. Standards?

Yes

345

Relative
polarization
channel
stability

Analysis/laboratory test

350

Calibration

Establish consistency of absolute flux
calibrators to better than 5%

360

Solar

Design/analysis

370

Phased array

Design/analysis (not yet implemented)

380

VLBI

Design/analysis (not yet implemented)

390

Subarrays

Design. Verify use in practice.

400

Ease of use

Opinion poll?

410

Software tools

Inspection

42012 2009
Oct

Data reduction

Test
cases
ASAC
Face to Face

– Garching
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Summary
• There is lot of structure in place for AIV.
• We will follow the same basic structure in
CSV but expect it to be rather lighter on
formality and documentation since we are
not making 66 ALMA’s.
• More effort will go into solving problems
than simply verifying and characterising the
system.
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Problem Solving
• First question is recognizing that something in
wrong. No magic answer, just care and thought.
• Data presentation is extremely important.
• Then apply the scientific method: hypotheses,
test, eliminate one or more hypothesis, new, test…
• Process is not democratic! Strict logic required.
• Recent examples
–
–
–
–
Oct 12 2009
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Phase Steps
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Erratic Focus Problems
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Excess Azimuth Residuals
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Follow-up confirming fault
Venus Az blue El pink
8

Pointing error (arc sec)

6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-240

-180

-120

-60

0

60

120

180

240

Slew in Az preceeding measurement (deg)
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“Inaccurate
Offset Pointing”
•
•
•
•
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Antenna?
Software?
OPT?
Foundation?
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Reliability
• At present both hardware and software reliability are
a big problem for us.
• Typically a hardware “intervention” is required
several (many?) times per week.
3 antennas, 3 front ends…
• What is very unclear is how much of this is infant
mortality.
• Software (including interactions with hardware) has
been running at the level of several “restarts” per
shift. Depends who is here, what we are doing…
• We have to expect this will only improve slowly.
• It is important to remember that crashes are not
normal behaviour that we should learn to live with.
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Managing Expectations
• Essential to be reasonably open with the community
about how we are getting on and what the problems are.
• Much better to put out reports than to let information go
round as rumours.
• The difficulty with telling everyone about our problems
is that people who do not have the experience of working
on real projects may get alarmed on hearing about a rash
of relatively minor problems as can happen from time to
time.
• Answer to that is to demonstrate that we can solve
problems on our own and/or by asking for advice and
help from the right people.
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www.alma.cl
The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), an international astronomy facility, is a
partnership of Europe, North America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of Chile.
ALMA is funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern
Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in cooperation
with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council of Taiwan
(NSC) and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan in cooperation
with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan. ALMA construction and operations are led on behalf of
Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO),
which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI) and on behalf of East Asia by the National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides the unified
leadership and management of the construction, commissioning and operation of ALMA.
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